i 'e present a video recognition system ofa ""Go " TVprogramn. It generates a Go play record automatically from a broad-lcast qf Go plavecd bv human professionals. "Go" is the ancient 4sian board ganie plaved between two p1ayer, which is similar to Chess and Shogi. For 
Introduction
Because of recent digitalization of TV broadcasting and wide spread of HDD TV program recorders, the techniques to extract information from TV program for automatic indexing are getting more iInportant. In this paper, we treat with a TV Go program as a case study. We implement a system which generates a Go-play record automatically by recoginiziing Go stones placed on the board.
Note that "Go" is the ancient Asian game, which is called bacdllk in Korea and weiqi in China. Go is one o.f the most popular board game among China, Korea Since TV programs of Go play are played between professional Go players in general, their records are sometimes openi to the public on books and Web pages. However, such records have just order and places of moves, and they are not associated with movies of Go plays. Therefore, they cannot be used for video indexing tasks such as searching movies for shots when a player make important moves. Moreover, records do not always get open. In this study, we make Go play records associated with movies, which includes inforination on when moves are made, by recognizing videos of Go plays broadcasted as a TV program in order to enable them be made use of as video indices.
In this paper. we propose a system to generate a Go play record automatically. The system distinguishes shots of a Go board from other shots, and ignores noise such as hands or heads of players over a Go board. In addition, to improve the precision of generated records, we [3] , Americai football [4] , cookiing program [5] . However, there has been no work on video recognition of a TV Go program. We believe that. this is the first work of Go TV recognition.
Structure of a TV Go Program
In this paper, we use a TV Go program, "NHK-cup Go Tournament", broadcasted by NHK1 as a target. This program is 100 minutes long for one play. This is a standardstyle Go program, so that we can apply the same method to other programs.
Go TV program starts with program title, and introduction of people appearing in the program such as players and commentators. After these opening shots, Go play gets started and is going on, interleaving with commentary shots. There are two types of conditions that Go play is over. One is that one player claims to give up, and the other is that no intersection to place a stone is left. In the latter case, players arrange stones placed on the board to make counting of both color of stones easier after the play gets over. After the winner is decided, both players discuss and rethink about their plav. which are called "Kanso-sen'". After that, a TV Go program gets finished. "Kanso-sen" is sometimes omitted froin a TV program due to the time limitation. Moreover. play shots are edited as shorter shots to save the time. in case that time of the play is very long.
We give explanation on some types of shots. Mainly, we recognize "moves" from them. b. Edited play board shots ( Figure 2 ) Due to the time limitation of TV go program, play board shots are sometimes shortened. In that case. appearance of the shots are slightly different from normal play board shots so that the audience can identity them as edited shots ( Figure 2 ). In our study, we treat with them in the same way as normnal play board shots, and we do not distinguish both types of shots. To recognize moves from a TV Go program, there are some problem to be solve. (1) Player's hand or head sometimes occludes play boards. (2) While other shots than play board shots are shown in a program, some moves are made, and the shot at the moment is not available in the video. (3) In the edited shots, moves are made much more quickly than. in normal shots. To realize a system to generate a Go record tromn a rv program. we need to overcome these problems.
Algorithm to Generate a Record of Moves
At first, we import the video of a TV program to PC as an MPEG2 file. After that, we carry out the processing as follows for automatic generation of a record of moves. (Figure 8 ). Figure 3 .6., while we detect the order of moves, -@ ) --b -a), on the commentary board shown in Figure 3 .6. Out of these moves, three moves, -( -Q, were included in the play board just after returning back from the commentary shot, which is shown in Figure 3 .6. We compensate for the order of the missing-order moves on the play board with the order of moves appearing on the commentary shot.
so that we estimated the correct order of the moves as shown in Figure 3 .6. Trhe recall and the precision for the eight plays in terms ol inoves were 93.7% and 94.5%. The total number of mioves was 2058, which included 113 mis-detected moves anid 80 simultaneously detected moves which were missingorder inoves. 33 mis-detected moves except simultaneous detection were made mainly due to failure of noise removal such that the player's head anid hand were detected as placed stoieC.
Results with integration of the commentary
shots We detected moves on the commentary boards and integrate them with the result with Ino integration described above in order to compensate with the missing order of imore thani three simultaneously detected moves. Table 2 show the results. hi the eight plays, the number of more than three simnultaneously detected moves was 80, and 65 moves out of 80 appeared in the commentary board shots. Furthermnore. the order of 42 moves out of 65 were reconstructed correctly. As a result. mnis-detected moves were reduced by 42 moves, and 71 tnis-detected moves remained, which coInsisted of 15 moves not appearing oIn the commentary board, 23 mnoves n(ot detected on the commentary board, and 33 undetected moves resulting from other factors. In the experimenits. we reconstructed the order of 7 moves at most, anid 4.7 moves oIn average correctly.
As a fiinal result of integratioin of both moves from the play and commentary board, we achieved the 95.7% recall and the 95.7% precision, which are raised by 2.0% anid 1.2%, respectively. 23 moves not detected on the commentary board resulted from frequent overlapping of commentators and the commentary board. 15 more-than-three-simultaneouslydetected moves appearing except during the commentary board shots appeared when the interval between moves was very short and just after the shot was very noisy.
Conclusion
In this research, we presented the system which generates a play Go record from a TV Go program automatically. To overcome the missing-order move problem. we ilntroduced integrating recognition results of moves on both play and commentary boards based on the heuristic that commentary shots can compensate for the order of moves not shown in play board shots since moves on the play board during commentary shots tend to be included in the coinments that commentators made and they usually expect or explain them on the commentary board.
Our experiments showed effectiveness of our proposed method. In fact, the precision and the recall of the generated records were improved by 1.2% and 2.0%. respectively. after integrating the order of moves detected from the commentary board with information on moves from the play boards. Finally we have achieved the 95.7% precision and the 95.7% recall for automatic generation of Go play record associated with the video from the eight TV program in terms of moves.
As future work, we need to improve the recall in terms of capture of stones, and we plan to implemeint Go video search and abstraction system by mnaking use of generated records as video indices.
